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Modern Social Risks in Pedagogical Activity
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Abstract: Social risks existed throughout the development of humanity. It is proved that the social risk is the
integral part of post-industrial society and it becomes the element of transnational and interstate interaction
in the situation of globalization. At the level of individual activity  the  social  risk  has  individual  character.
The article is focused on the problem of formation of risk bearing situations in society on the basis of
nonclassical social science positions which is oriented on the procedural description of social reality, sense
search  in  social  interactions.  There  is  the  correlation  of  modern  social and cultural concepts of positive
and negative risks with social and pedagogical methodology  of  the  research  of  society.  The  author  found
new  opportunities  of  social  and  pedagogical  activity  for conceptualization of the category of risk which
allows  carrying  out  understanding  of value  of  the  risk  phenomenon  in  the  modern  social  development.
The article reveals the specifics of modern social risks as the risks with social and cultural nature.

Key words: Social and pedagogical activity  Social risks  Permission of social situations  Population
security (social security)  Prevention  Risk prevention.

INTRODUCTION In this regard, the necessity of comprehensive and

The domestic social pedagogy more often addresses aggravated by domestic scientists. All that will give a
to the problem of prevention and overcoming the comprehensive idea of risk essence as the phenomenon
minimization of social risks as integral part of the society, mentioning various spheres of pedagogical reality. It will
bearing a certain danger to citizens and having the direct help to approve decision-making mechanisms in daily and
impact on productivity of educational, upbringing, crisis situations, to introduce effectively individual and
developing activity of a teacher [1-4]. Thus much more group behavioral strategy in the conditions of risk. It is
attention in domestic and foreign science and practice is possible to define and set the methods of prevention and
given to studying and permission of situations of overcoming social risk by investigating features of course
technological and environmental  risks,  the  justification of social risks in a context of social and pedagogical
measures of their prevention. Recently the attention to activity and also problems in acceptance and
economic and political risks is amplified. implementation of decisions on their prevention and

The appeal to the problems of metering the modern overcoming.
social risks influencing character and quality of social and The social risk is considered in science and practice
pedagogical activity is caused by our interest in as an expected event, as possibility of an adverse
professional development of experts in a social sphere situation and an unsuccessful outcome of the activity,
organized in Social institute of "Orenburg State attracting change in financial or social status of a person.
Pedagogical University". And if this happens there is a necessity in support

In pedagogical researches the negative nature of provided by the state, insurance and charitable
social risks is more often emphasized as bearing threat of organizations.
destructive processes for teaching demanding teacher’s The social risks can be investigated from the position
ability to define risk, to reveal its characteristics, typology of their positive and negative meanings. The sociologists
and to carry out some necessary pedagogical actions on who studies deeply changes which are there in economic,
minimization of its destructive impact on the problems social, political, legal spheres and cultural, spiritual bases
solution in training, education, development of the of public organization at societal institutes and social
personality [5]. communities and see risks as positivity which can induce

deep theoretical and applicative study of this problem is
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to search mechanisms for decision-making activity at the realization taking into account a profile of basic
state, municipal and individual levels [6]. education and length of service of the specific expert

The great importance in the research of the problem of social service [8].
is the definition of types of social risks which are
significant for social and pedagogical activity. Practice confirms that knowing and consideration of

The social risks are classified from various positions: enumerated risks provides higher level of development of
on the possibility of anticipation-predicted and not professional competence of the social worker as the
predicted risks, on the emergence sources-external and important factor of security risks minimization of
internal; on the extent of possible damage - admissible, population in the region.
critical and catastrophic risk, on the complexity of At the same time, the social and pedagogical risks
research - simple and difficult risk; on the nature of which can influence negatively on the development of
manifestation in time- constant and temporary; on the professional competence of an expert are also revealed in
realization frequency: high, average and small risks. our research. They are: underestimation of innovating

In the light of the foregoing we will pay attention on tendencies of social and pedagogical science in the
the characteristic of the social risks, which we identify as practice of social service establishments of population
significantly important in the organization of professional and regional divisions of social protection system; lack of
development of experts in the social sphere [7]. awareness of a specialist of social service institution

Among them there are risks varying on type and about value and opportunities of continuing education for
character according to scientist’s approaches. During the professional career forming from positions of labor
consideration of social risks in various aspects, we mark requirements in the market; unreadiness of the
some problems, which have, in our opinion, negative perspective models of continuing education promoting
influence on the solution of population security in the professional self-realization and forecasting professional
conditions of country transition to democracy when with career of a competent expert; insufficient methodical
the development of market relations the population ensuring of the continuing education personification on
income sharply fall and their living level often doesn't the basis of individual inquiries, requirements, basic
reach the living wage and the inefficiency of social education profile and experience of an social service
protection experts is therefore inadmissible: expert [9].

The insufficient representation of population about underestimation of methodological reference points
role, content and features of a social worker available in science for constructive transformation of the
functionality as a state system and social policy social and pedagogical activity directed on overcoming
representative; some social disorientation. The prevention of conflict
Preservation of the collected inertial traditions in the situations in the relationship of a person and society
system of social service as benevolence, instead of aggravates the demand in the development of the
mobilization making active support of citizens in the international cooperation [10].
situation of problems solution, responsibility for the To concrete the social and pedagogical interaction of
destiny; teachers and social service workers we are going to
Standardization of an activity of the social worker, specify the design and program activity of Social institute
generating performing, instead of creative character of the Orenburg state teacher training college on the
of its professional duties; actual problem. They are:
Insufficiently full taking into account the individual
inquiries, needs of clients of different categories, Analysis of the problems of social workers activity
various age, specificity of problems; and negative social risks of population security in the
Low level of prestigiousness of professional activity region;
of the specialist of institution of social service; The development of socio oriented models of
Lack of social worker’s understanding about value practical works on productive (effective) training and
and opportunities in the increase of their competence the methodical materials of social and professional
in professional career from the position of labor subject;
market requirements; Successful holding of zonal socio-workshops on the
Not readiness of perspective models in increase of development of competence, creativity and success
the competence, promoting professional self- of a social worker;

The evidentially formulated possible risks reveal the
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The organization of competitions among socio- 4. Saltseva, S.V., 2010. Social Pedagogics: Genesis of
workshops participants with the presentations of Scientific Research of Concepts, Ideas, Perspectives:
"Everlasting Mercy" programs, with rewarding of Monograph. Orenburg: OGPU, pp: 340.
winners, registration and informational updating on 5. Hamalainen, J., 2003.The concept of social pedagogy
sites of the Ministry of social development and mass in the field of social work. In Journal of Social Work.
media (articles, photos); University of London, 3(1): 69-80.
The individual consulting of all participants of the 6. Eichsteller, G. and S. Holthoff, 2011. Towards a
project on increase of professional competence. pedagogic conceptualisation of risk. Children

CONCLUSION pedagogy/towards-a-pedagogic-conceptualisation-

Thus, the detection, awareness and metering some 7. Milligan, I., 2011. Resisting Risk-averse Practice: the
possible risks allow to consider natural influence of Contribution of Social Pedagogy. In Children
instability of society on the activity and socialization of Australia, 36(4): 207-213.
the whole generation and induces the development of 8. Shipunova, T.V., 2006. Aggression and Violence as
recommendations on  preventing  and  overcoming Elements of Sociocultural Reality. St.Petersburg State
notable risks.  It  is  very  impoertant  to  find  the  way  to University.
overcome the inconsistency in achievement of social and 9. McQuail, S., C. Cameron, P. Petrie and T. Coram, 2007.
pedagogical purposes and results. Implementing the Social Pedagogic Approach for
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